The AUA project is an initiative of the Seniors Health Strategic Clinical Network SCN
SCNs re-shape health care:
• Focus on what Albertans need
• Use scientific evidence to guide care decisions
• Support good care approaches across the province
In collaboration with: Front-line physicians and clinicians, zone/clinical leaders, researchers, content experts, public, families, patients
Highlight successes – make sure each team member feels heard by providing a summary statement to the group

Any successes with improving sleep after the fall workshops? What was tried? What worked or didn’t work?

Confidentiality reminder: we have a resident/client/patient/woman/man… avoid use of names or identifying information.
Many times when antipsychotics are discontinued, people are okay for a while, then there’s a sudden change or increase in behaviours, and the antipsychotic is restarted or increased – but the sudden change could signal a delirium.

What is delirium? Warning signs of underlying physical or psychological stress that are too much for the mind and body to handle.

Assessing for delirium: sometimes we’re confused about the confusion assessment method. **Signs of delirium are often missed:**

- Sudden onset of confusion may be mistaken for normal or worsening dementia
- Confusion that is worse in the evenings may be accepted as “normal sundowning”
- Inattention may be difficult to perceive with limited verbal communication
- Increased activity/agitation may be mistaken for worsening responsive behaviours
- Altered level of consciousness – drowsy, difficult to wake up - may be common due to sedative use or be mistaken for depression

Examples of what delirium might look like:

1. Cognitive (e.g. worsened concentration, slower responses, more confused, don’t recognize people they usually recognize, more trouble paying attention, response may fluctuate over the day – e.g. worse in the evening;)
2. Perception (e.g. visual or auditory hallucinations/See or hear things)
3. Physical function: less movement or mobility, sleeping more, not hungry – or more restless, agitated, sleeping less
4. Social behaviour (e.g. reduced co-operation with care, withdrawal, or changes in mood and/or attitude (NICE 2010)
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There are so many possible causes of delirium, that various acronyms have been employed to help keep track of all the possibilities: Toxins, shock, infection, immobility, metabolic problems, diagnostic procedures, surgery, use of restraints and catheters, pain, constipation – everything but the kitchen sink!

There are almost 100 possible causes included in these acronyms. Education focused on a thorough list of all the possibilities can be overwhelming. Where do we start?

Fortunately, curious people have continued to explore the underlying causes of delirium – there is plenty of fresh and interesting research available. There are patterns that can be identified. And there are some causes that are less important in continuing care – where you won’t be performing surgeries, for example.

Our hope today is to simplify delirium for you – and to focus on some proactive strategies that will not only reduce the incidence of delirium, but improve quality of life for residents and save care teams time and effort!
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Inouye SK. Prevention of delirium in hospitalized older patients: Risk factors and targeted intervention strategies. Ann Med. 2000;32(4):257-263. Significant precipitating factors were identified, including physical restraint use, malnutrition, adding more than three drugs, bladder catheter use, and any iatrogenic event.
What causes Delirium in a continuing care population, especially those with dementia? A vulnerable brain + a precipitating factor

What makes someone vulnerable?
- dementia or depression,
- frailty, functional dependence, immobility,
- coexisting medical conditions and illnesses,
- problems with hearing, vision

If the patient is very vulnerable, ONE dose of a benzodiazepine or antipsychotic can cause delirium
If less vulnerable, delirium may develop only after exposure to multiple insults (e.g. too many medications, dehydration, sleep deprivation, infection, stress). All of the causes need to be addressed to resolve the delirium.

Our focus in this workshop is not on 94 possible factors, but 5 basics. If we pay attention to these 5 things, we can prevent delirium more often.
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The commonest factors significantly associated with delirium were dementia, older age, co-morbid illness, severity of medical illness, infection, 'high-risk' medication use, diminished activities of daily living, immobility, sensory impairment, urinary catheterisation, urea and electrolyte imbalance and malnutrition.
Delirium is common: occurs in up to 60 percent of patients in nursing homes or post–acute care settings and in up to 83 percent of all patients at the end of life.

Cost to the resident: loss of cognition may be irreversible, distress (agitation, psychosis), hospitalization, death
- 6 month outcomes of co-occurring dementia, delirium and depression in LTC: By 6 months, 10% of 274 had died, 19% of 233 had experienced functional decline, and 17% of 246 had experienced cognitive decline. (McCusker 2014)
- Approximately 1 in 8 hospitalized patients with Alzheimer’s Disease who develop delirium will have at least 1 adverse outcome, including death, institutionalization, or cognitive decline (Fong 2012)

Cost to the taxpayer/health care system:
- Care of older patients with delirium accounts for more than 49 percent of all hospital days. (Inouye 2006)
- Delirium complicates hospital stays for at least 20 percent of patients 65 years of age or older who are hospitalized each year and increases hospital costs by $2,500 per patient (Inouye 2006)
- Total cost estimates attributable to delirium ranged from $16 303 to $64 421 per patient (Leslie 2008)
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Historically, delirium education has been a little overwhelming, because it has been aimed at nurses working in chaotic environments – with little to no control over the chaos.

We look for more confusion and agitation in people receiving drugs with side-effects of confusion and agitation.
We attempt to notice more sedation or sleep disruptions in people who nap all day and are wakened at night for routine continence care or repositioning.

A study by Voyer (2008) showed despite a high prevalence of delirium in [LTC]… (71.5%), nurses were able to detect the delirium in only a minority of cases (13%)
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But, we’re getting organized.

In 2014/15, Alberta long term care teams began to use fewer antipsychotics.
- Residents woke up. They were able to have conversations with family and staff again. They were happier and easier to care for.
- Underlying needs such as pain and constipation were identified. Ground flax was added to oatmeal. Thorough pain assessments and scheduled pain medication was considered.
- Staff worked to provide a more consistent, person-centred approach for each resident.
- Care teams made resident days more interesting with meaningful activities.
- Residents became more capable of connecting with staff, families, volunteers and other residents, which decreased loneliness and social isolation.

In fall of 2015, the AUA project team introduced ways to support sleep in dementia, and explained how long term use of sleeping pills actually makes sleep worse.
- Care teams began to reduce their use of sleeping pills
- Overuse of call bells, bed alarms and overhead paging was considered, because of the impact on cortisol levels, sleep and responsive behaviours.
- Care teams took steps to provide more daytime light and activity, more night time darkness and quiet.
- They limited nap times and kept residents occupied later in the evenings so sleep could happen at night instead of during the day.

In this workshop, we’ll introduce you to some additional actions to reduce chaos and the occurrence of delirium.
Care aides, recreation therapists and families are often the first to notice that “something is off”. The Stop and Watch Tool is an early warning tool designed for care staff. By circling and sharing the observations on this form, a discussion is initiated regarding observed changes, with the nurse and/or care team.

S - Seems different than usual
T - Talks or communicates less
O - Overall needs more help
P - Pain – new or worsening; Participated less in activities
A - Ate less
N - No bowel movement in 3 days; or diarrhea
D - Drank less
W - Weight change
A - Agitated or nervous more than usual
T - Tired, weak, confused, or drowsy
C - Change in skin color or condition
H - Help with walking, transferring, toileting more than usual

Feedback from Lethbridge Alberta Covenant Health Supportive Living site (St. Therese Villa):
- Consistently effective in identifying issues early; increased communication and decreased ER admissions
- Once people became comfortable with it, they passed on information without the tool, but still passed on the same info
- The majority of experienced staff were already informally passing this information on, but it was still helpful in clarifying what to communicate with each other, especially with inexperience/new staff.
- Helped the HCA’s to feel heard
- Education support: standing agenda at staff meetings
Delirium is something serious happening in the brain. This is why we see confusion, difficulty paying attention and increased agitation and/or drowsiness.

Delirium can be caused by imbalances in neurotransmitters such as Dopamine, Serotonin, Melatonin, Cortisol, Norepinephrine, Glutamate, GABA.

If you attended sleep education we introduced in fall of 2015, you'll recognize the names of some of these neurotransmitters. Adequate sleep and melatonin is important for delirium prevention.

Low acetylcholine can cause delirium. This is the neurotransmitter we'll focus on today.
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This is a photo of what power lines look like in Kathmandu, Nepal. If you want electricity, you get a brave person to stick their hand into the nest of wires and connect you to the grid. You can imagine that they don’t have as many wind turbines and hydroelectric dams as Canada. The demand for power is much greater than the supply. Power in Katmandu is sporadic.

Acetylcholine “powers up” a lot of what goes on in the brain and body.

Acetylcholine levels are already lower due to advanced age – or minimal due to Alzheimer's disease.

Increased stress easily overloads the system.

In addition, there are many medications that reduce acetylcholine levels.
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Some anticholinergic resources indicate medications that are high or low. A resource from Population Health Management gives 1, 2 or 3 points for how strongly drugs block the action of acetylcholine and suggests a drop in the mini-mental score of a third of a point every 2 years, for every point increase in the Anticholinergic Cognitive Burden total score. The more of these medications, the less acetylcholine is available to “power up” the brain and body. This particular list has the potential to drop a mini-mental score from 30 to 13 in just 6 years – and a score of 12 indicates severe dementia.

Can’t just stop all anticholinergic medications – must weigh risks/benefits

Pay attention to prescribing cascades:

- **Antipsychotics** can cause agitation, confusion and interfere with sleep – which can result in sedatives
- **Memory drugs (e.g. Aricept)** increase acetylcholine, but cognition is influenced by many factors. Side effects of these drugs include loss of bladder control, which may be counteracted with medications such as Ditropan; or behavioural disturbances which may result in use of antipsychotics – both highly anticholinergic.
- **Statins** have side-effects of muscle pain and weakness – which may result in agitation, aggression and calling out – and antipsychotics. Statins also reduce Co-Enzyme Q10 (essential for cardiac function) and interfere with essential fatty acid metabolism (may result in atrial fibrillation). This may result in diuretics and beta blockers – which increase anticholinergic burden.
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Did you know mental performance deteriorates even in mildly dehydrated younger adults? If you’ve only had coffee so far today, you may not be thinking at your best! Get up and pour yourself a drink of water!

In those with cognitive impairment / dementia:
- Blood pressure decreases with dehydration, which decreases brain perfusion, which causes confusion
- This also increases risk of falls (Wimmer 2014)
- Severe dehydration can damage the mitochondria – the energy producing parts of the brain cells.
- Dehydration can increase the risk of urinary tract infections, another cause of delirium.

There are risks for dehydration that come with aging and dementia: decreased thirst, stroke, inattention (may not sit and complete a full serving of fluids), swallowing difficulties

**Interesting end of life delirium info:** Davies et al found that limited hydration (e.g. 1 litre/day for 2 days by hypodermoclysis) can help to prevent end of life delirium.
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Singler K, Hafner M, Sieber C. Delirium is a very common and life-threatening condition. Ther Umsch 2010 Feb; Vol 67 (2) pp.63-7
Dehydration, Drugs and Delirium

Dehydration can be caused by:

- Diuretics
- Sedatives and antipsychotics
- Drug induced diarrhea  
  e.g. laxatives, acid-blocking drugs, metformin, motility drugs, antibiotics, digoxin (at toxic levels)
- Drugs for bone density  
  (Esophageal swelling and ulceration from incomplete swallowing)

Dementia, dehydration and polypharmacy are particularly strongly associated, in the elderly (Lorenzl 2012)

Sedatives /sleeping pills can leave a person too sleepy to drink enough fluids

Diuretics directly increase excretion of water and electrolytes – and dehydration can injure the kidneys.
Of interest: Withdrawal of diuretics was maintained in 51-100% of subjects and was unsuccessful primarily when heart failure was present. Adverse effects from medication withdrawal were infrequently encountered. (Hubbard 2013)

Laxatives: Prolonged constipation often results in laxative administration. What happens after repeated doses? Diarrhea, dehydration and often, hospital admission. Hydration and fiber, and reduction of anticholinergic burden.

Acid-blocking drugs such as Proton Pump Inhibitors alter the pH of the bowel, impair absorption of key minerals, vitamins and electrolytes and are associated with an increased risk of Clostridium Difficile diarrhea (C-Diff).

Bisphosphonates (to increase bone density) must be taken sitting up with a full glass of water. Not only does this usually involve waking a sleeping resident, groggy residents are not likely to drink the full glass of water required. A pill lodged in the esophagus can cause erosion and swelling.
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Malnutrition / nutrient deficiencies put people at risk of developing delirium

- Choline is required for the cell mitochondria to manufacture acetylcholine – choline is found in eggs, meat, fish, cruciferous vegetables (e.g. broccoli), milk, and peanuts.

- Malnutrition has been correlated with delirium risk and/or severity, as measured by:
  - Pre-operative cobalamin (B12) levels (Sevuk 2015)
  - Low iron - Hemoglobin less than 12 (Foroughan 2015, Chen 2015)
  - Alterations in amino acids (lower plasma tryptophan and tyrosine) (Pandharipande 2008, Robinson 2008)
  - Low albumin (Adamis 2007)
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Think about a typical morning in LTC. Elsie has just sat down to a hot breakfast when her 11 pills arrive, crushed in applesauce. By the time she coughs and sputters her way through bitter, crunchy applesauce and 120 mls of orange juice:

- Her blood sugar is up (that’s close to 20 grams of sugar)
- She feels full and her stomach is upset (she vomits 20 minutes later)
- Her appetite is gone (lingering bitter aftertaste)
- Her breakfast is cold and she’s agitated and frustrated

Daily intake of ≥3 drugs interferes with important vitamins such as D, K, B and folate (Kenkmann 2010) How can this be explained?

1. **Pill burden**: Nausea, loss of appetite
2. **Anticholinergic burden**: decreased GI motility, sedation
3. **Sense of smell disturbances**: ACE inhibitors, Beta blockers, Calcium-channel blockers, corticosteroids, gemfibrozil, levodopa, methotrexate
4. **Many drugs that interfere with nutrient absorption**: For example:
   - **Acid-blocking drugs**: Stomach acid required to absorb e.g. iron, magnesium, calcium, zinc, B vitamins, proteins – e.g. tryptophan, tyrosine. National campaign now to decrease inappropriate use of Proton Pump Inhibitors (e.g. Pantoprazole)
   - **Statins**: Cholesterol required to absorb fat-soluble vitamins such as A, E and D.
   - **Metformin**: Decrease in B12, folic acid
   - **Antibiotics**: destroy the “good bacteria” in the gut that play a role in digestion and absorption of vitamins and minerals (e.g. Vitamin K)
   - **Diuretics**: Drain the body of water-soluble nutrients (B vitamins, magnesium, potassium, sodium, calcium, zinc, Vitamin C)
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Infection is tough on even the young and strong. The body is under attack, and mobilizes resources to fight off the invading organisms.

Infection results in the release of cytokines, chemical messengers released by the immune system. Cytokines send signals to other cells, triggering responses such as fever, inflammation and pain. This release of cytokines can lead to an imbalance among the different neurotransmitters (Singler 2010)

Ordinarily, this is protective. When you’re sick, your brain signals you to slow down – which is one reason you feel apathetic and lazy. It’s not the day you feel like washing windows or purging the basement. The brain and body are working together to focus energy on fighting infection. But for someone with dementia, an infection can be overwhelming.

Things that can increase risk of infection:
- Poor nutritional status – which can be worsened by excessive medications
- Inappropriate antibiotic treatment - increased risk of re-infection, C-diff diarrhea, and decreased ability to absorb nutrients
- Dehydration
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In the past, it was believed that delirium was most commonly caused by infection, especially urinary tract infections. Acute confusion, disorganized thinking, new or increased verbal or physical aggression, disorientation – prompted a urine dip, which inevitably led to a false positive and a diagnosis of urosepsis. But these common symptoms of encroaching delirium are not in the criteria for UTI in long term care facilities.

UTIs are frequently misdiagnosed in the elderly
At age 80 more than 50% of women and more than 30% of men have bacteria in urine
- Bacteria, Pus and white blood cells in the urine is common in the elderly
- Foul smell is not an indicator of UTI
- Abnormal color is not suggestive of UTI
- Gross hematuria is usually not caused by a UTI
Urine C & S without typical signs of infection leads to false positives
- Diagnosis of UTI is not made on the basis of Urine C&S – Urine C&S is to guide antibiotic selection

Treatment with antibiotics has many unwanted side-effects
- Antibiotic treatment of colonized bacteria leads to resistant bacteria, increased frequency of UTIs, diarrhea etc.
- Antibiotic treatment of colonized bacteria is false assurance that the underlying problem is being treated – meanwhile, dehydration may be the real culprit
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Stress and Delirium

- **Choline** is required to make acetylcholine
- More choline is needed in the cells during stress - less choline available for the brain
- Stress increases adrenaline and cortisol
- These neurotransmitter imbalances can cause:
  - Anxiety
  - Paranoia
  - Crying
  - Aggression
  - Confusion
  - Seeing and hearing things

Stress: Stressors may include unrelieved pain, sleep deprivation, urinary retention from prostatic hypertrophy – or anticholinergic burden, noise and overstimulation, uncomfortable temperature, immobility (catheters, wires and monitors, being tethered to devices and monitoring devices) and unfamiliar environment.

- Stress increases the demand for choline in the cells, which decreases the availability of acetylcholine for nerve transmission in the brain.
- Intense emotional or physical stress stimulates excessive adrenaline production which results in excessive dopamine activity in the brain (anxiety, paranoia).
- Stress elevates cortisol: Cortisol elevations decrease serotonin and melatonin
- A drop in the neurotransmitter GABA can also contribute to delirium (e.g. alcohol withdrawal, rapid withdrawal of benzodiazepines). This results in mood changes (as described in the slide)
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Anticholinergic medications interfere with a person’s ability to empty the bladder, so they are only able to drain a little at a time, and always feel full. This is especially excruciating with an enlarged prostate. (Verhamme 2008)

What is the state of the resident’s mouth? Do they have their own teeth? Is there a foul odor?

Medication side effects rare in younger people are common in older adults.
- 10% to 33% of patients report muscle aches and pains with statins – but even those who are asymptomatic have evidence of skeletal muscle damage. (The NNT, Ghirlanda 1993, Deichmann 2010)
- Anyone treated with statins for more than 2 years has clinically silent but measurable damage to peripheral nerves, which in later stages can be misdiagnosed as diabetic neuropathy. (Otruba 2011)

Osteoarthritis pain: is worse at rest. Constant movement is an effective distraction and may indicate pain.
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Imagine yourself strapped into that chair…

- Agitated and restless, because of disease and medication side-effects
- Uncomfortable – sitting on bunched up clothing and incontinence product
- Reduced ability to communicate: “Hey! Hey! Does anyone have a knife?”
- Can’t get up to go to the bathroom – and the need is becoming more desperate with each passing minute
- Increased struggle interpreted as increased proof of the need for the restraints

Use of physical restraints was the factor most associated with the likelihood of delirium in a study by Voyer (2009)

Physical restraints frequently increase agitation and create additional problems, such as loss of mobility, pressure ulcers, aspiration, and prolonged delirium. In one study, restraint use among patients in a medical inpatient unit was associated with a 3-fold increase in the chance of delirium persistence at the time of discharge. (Inouye 2007)
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Stress Prevention Strategies

- Assess for discomfort
  e.g. pain, urinary retention
- Avoid physical restraints
- Support sleep
- Reduce noise and overstimulation
- Consistent caregivers
- Meaningful activities
- Therapeutic napping

What are you doing to reduce stress in your facility?

The bulleted items are some strategies used by LTC teams in Alberta.
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Older people taking five or more medications are at higher risk of delirium and falls, independent of medication indications. (Hubbard 2013)

In patients discharged to non-home settings, the number of discharge medications and polypharmacy predicted re-hospitalization (Wimmer 2014)

The prevalence of Potentially Inappropriate Prescriptions according to STOPP criteria is approximately 60% in the nursing home environment. Adherence to medication regimens decreases as the frequency of daily dosing increases (Millar 2014)

It’s important to consider the role of medications, along with other possible stressors.
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So does delirium risk reduction work in real life situations? This was a study done in an acute medical-surgical unit: They set out to decrease delirium/acute confusion, and their primary intervention was to reduce the use of medications known to cause confusion in patients older than 70.

**Interprofessional team included:** pharmacists, OTs, PTs, nurses, and nurses' aides

Common drugs associated with acute confusion were: benzodiazepines, narcotics and drugs with anticholinergic effects. Lorazepam is an independent risk factor for delirium, increasing the risk by approximately 20%! (Pandharipande 2006) They used less Demerol post-op, and complied with Beers list

**Non-pharmacologic interventions:**
Orientation: Reminiscing therapy, glasses and hearing aides, speak slowly and clearly without background noise, use of nursing presence. **One of the most effective nursing interventions in the orientation protocol was the use of reminiscence.**
Support of sleep: warm de-caffeinated drink, soft music, backrub at bedtime, reduction of clutter in the patient’s rooms, use of warmed wash cloths with aloe for bedtime care, reduction of noise levels during evening and night. Light and activity to support day time wakefulness. Dim lighting at night. Reduce interruptions/ consolidate nursing interventions during the night.
Early mobilization: ambulate 3 X per day
Prevention of dehydration, constipation, fluid and electrolyte imbalances, improve hydration, toileting schedules
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Medication Reduction:
One study of 3538 residents used a computerised system to identify medications that may contribute to delirium, which triggered a pharmacist-led medication review.

Hydration:
One small study of 98 residents attempted a hydration-based intervention. They reported no reduction in delirium incidence in the intervention group compared to control. Results were imprecise, (how do you measure intake precisely? How do you consciously encourage fluids in one group of residents, and not in another?) Achieving target fluid intake in care-home residents is challenging, even in the context of a clinical trial.
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Let’s take a look at hydration: It’s not easy to encourage fluid intake in those who aren’t thirsty, don’t like water, don’t take initiative to drink on their own, have difficulty swallowing…

Discussion: Let’s hear some of your strategies: e.g.
- Hydrate with comfort rounds / with each encounter
- Water cooler available to residents to help themselves
- Rec therapist offers juice/water after activities
- Families involved in drinking fluids with the resident/giving fluids to the resident
- Medication passes – required to complete a small cup of water
- If resident drinks on their own, ask family to bring a water bottle to keep in reach
- For thickened fluids/or residents who tend to drop cups – adult nosey cups allow independence
- Volunteers do “hydration rounds” – pass out drinks to the residents
- Fluids of choice – what people prefer to drink
- Consider flavoured drops in water instead of juice, mixing juice and water

Thickened fluids increase risk for dehydration: taste, texture, visual appeal. Studies report that though it’s possible to absorb fluids from thickened fluids adequately, staff were less likely to offer fluids to those on thickened fluids (almost a litre less per day: 2575 ml vs 1589 ml McGrail 2015)

Need to provide at least 1500 ml per day to prevent dehydration: 1100-1200 as thick fluids, and 600 – 800 mls as high fluid foods through meals and snacks (e.g. applesauce, soup, cooked cereal)
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The Delirium Risk Assessment worksheet can be used by care teams on admission, prior to scheduled medication reviews, with changes in behaviour or changes in medication. It’s one way to collect observations from the care team and family that can be used to prevent delirium, or to trigger a full medication review.

- Are there signs of dehydration such as dry lips and tongue?
- Does the resident refuse all pills (how does this impact comfort?)
- Does the resident vomit after the breakfast cocktail of 18 pills?
- Might anticholinergic side effects such as urinary retention be causing agitation?
- Is sleep disrupted by pills or drug side effects?
- Does the resident have chest pain after lunch, or are they falling frequently?

We often have the perception that reducing medications is only for extreme frailty or end of life, when we’re “giving up” on optimal treatment.

Instead, the focus needs to be on maintaining function (cognitive, physical, psychological) and comfort.

Consider hydration needs before requesting medication changes (e.g. for low blood pressure, increased confusion)
Drug-induced delirium is being increasingly identified in hospitalized patients. The findings suggest that interventions focusing on adverse drug effects have the greatest potential for preventing delirium. (Yin 2010)

It has been noted that continuing care standards require medication reviews on admission, quarterly and yearly, but do not spell out what that might look like.

What suggestions would you have for the focus of each of these reviews?

How might the delirium risk assessment worksheet enhance scheduled medication reviews?

When do you involve families and alternate decision makers?
What have you learned about involving families? (From things that did or didn’t go well)

Explore understanding of an alternate decision maker’s right to receive a medication list versus access to the chart.

How/when will you include input from the care team?
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Though we’d love to believe it’s possible to prevent delirium 100% of the time, this isn’t realistic.

The Confusion Assessment Method is the validated tool to confirm a diagnosis of delirium.

Delirium is a medical emergency that should be followed up by immediate assessment and attention to underlying causes.

Dehydration and anticholinergic burden must always be considered, though delirium is usually the result of a combination of stressors.
The literature before 2010 repeatedly describes antipsychotics as a treatment for delirium. In 2010, NICE National Clinical Guideline Centre decided not to recommend antipsychotic treatment of delirium; risks outweighed benefits.

Antipsychotics themselves may cause or worsen delirium. If primary cause of delirium is anticholinergic cognitive burden overload or medication toxicity, adding another drug will likely complicate the delirium. If the primary cause is dehydration, antipsychotic use must be combined with IV or s/c fluids; increased sedation will worsen dehydration.

What is appropriate use of antipsychotics in Delirium? Short term (less than 1 week – better yet, ONE low dose and re-evaluate) if agitation/aggression and psychosis poses a safety risk and non-pharmacologic strategies are ineffective. Non-pharm strategies DO NOT INCLUDE physical restraints, the stress of which can cause and worsen delirium.

- Non-pharmacologic strategies: hydration, 1:1 observation with reassurance, music therapy, safe-wandering rooms with close observation

In older persons with a delirium where pharmacotherapy is indicated, low dose, short-term therapy with haloperidol or an atypical antipsychotic (e.g., olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone) can be considered. Haloperidol is not recommended if there is pre-existing Parkinson disease or Lewy body dementia (2014 CCSMH guideline update).
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Delirium is more common in someone with Parkinson's disease and anti-Parkinson's medications are often the culprit. First approach should be to reduce Parkinson's medication dosages rather than add an antipsychotic.

Medications with Dopaminergic effect replace the neurotransmitter dopamine. While levodopa (Sinemet) is converted in the brain into dopamine, dopamine agonists actually mimic the effects of dopamine without having to be converted. Examples are bromocriptine, pramipexole, ropinirole.

What are the Side Effects? Nausea, vomiting, dizziness due to hypotension, sleepiness, visual hallucinations, confusion, impulse control disorder (such as uncontrolled shopping, gambling, eating, and sexual urges.)

Although higher doses of levodopa are known to be related clinically to hallucinations in individual patients, the results suggest that several underlying characteristics of patients with Parkinson's disease (disease severity, dementia, depression, worse visual acuity) may be more important determinants of which patients experience hallucinations (Holroyd 2001)
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Provide 20-30 minutes for team action planning.

Be ready to report back: one thing you’re doing great in, one thing you’d like to work on
It’s important that you don’t ignore those who are resistant to change! They may be very influential!

**Consult** them about their concerns, and ideas that could improve care in your facility. The team action plan for delirium prevention, strategies to support sleep, and facility strengths assessment are tools you can use to consult front line staff.

**Involve them. The more people involved**, the more likely you are to reach critical mass – and for people to buy-in, because they have a say.

**Collaborate**: Powerful things happen when people work together to solve problems. Often, there are front line providers with valuable information or an approach that works well. Collaboration enables everyone on the team to share ideas and strategies, and learn from each other.

**Empower**: The more empowered staff feel, the more likely they are to bring forward ideas and solutions, and work towards improving quality of life and the work environment. The AUA project can be a catalyst for the many good things your facility chooses to do in the future!

For more change management and staff engagement resources, see QI Project: Reduce Antipsychotics.